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About Antarang Foundation
118 million young adults (14 - 25 years) are forced to drop out of education due to
circumstances, and almost 90% of them enter the often exploitative informal sector.

Antarang Foundation envisions a world where every young person is passionately,
productively and positively engaged in a vocation of their choice. Through two career
focused programs, CareerAware and CareeReady, the Foundation delivers career
guidance, develops core employability skills, and links students with their chosen path.
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Our programs

CareerAware
Our CareerAware program targets students who fall in the crucial 14 – 17 years age bracket.
Through intensive career guidance and career planning sessions, CareerAware encourages
teenagers to stay in education until they are 18 years old, thereby enabling them to aspire towards
careers in mainstream industries.
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CareeReady
Antarang’s CareeReady program is a career readiness and employability skills training program for
youth in the age group of 18 – 25 years. The course equips students with self-awareness, career
awareness, work ethics and etiquettes, effective communications skills, and basic computer
literacy. At the end of the program, successful graduates are linked to relevant opportunities in
their chosen careers.
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Impact and achievements
Since their inception in March 2016, the CareerAware and CareeReady programs have been readily
accepted by the target demography, and has seen steady increase in impact numbers.
The journey has just begun and we have many more miles to cover in the coming years.

3509

CareerAware

Students reached

CareeReady

1233 660
Students enrolled

Students graduated

483
Students linked to
career opportunities
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Themes [2015/2016]

Offsite and annual retreats

Besides fortnightly team
meetings, the entire team heads
off for a 3-day reflective retreat
where we review, plan and get set
for the year ahead. As a young
organisation, it is essential that
we reflect on our past
performances to identify areas of
strengths and weaknesses.
Perspectives and key insights
gained from these reflections are
invaluable for the journey ahead.
This March we went to the Magic Bus Centre at Karjat to
critically review our work and plan for the next year.
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Graduation ceremonies

Graduation ceremonies mark the
successful completion of our
CareeReady program batches. The
ceremonies celebrate our
students and their achievements.
At Antarang, these are our
proudest moments, but also a
bittersweet affair. We hope our
students see many exciting things
on their journey through life.
We are thankful to The Somaiya School, Vidyavihar for allowing us the use of
their gorgeous spaces, and to Antarang supporters Prince Mulla, Fareedon
(Dodo) Bhujwala, Ameet Karandikar, Sukhie Vohra, Sheetal Shah and Nissar
Ahmed who conducted high energy and informative workshops for our students.
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World of exposure

Our World of Exposure
program is a partnership
initiative with Paragon
Trust’s Muktangan schools
to run a year long career
exploration and guidance
program. This program
targets Muktangan students
as young as thirteen, as we
believe that starting young
is key to making sure we
make the right decisions
when the time comes. In
2015 -2016, we reached
212 students through the
delivery of this program.
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Exposure visits
The greatest learning comes from experience. That is why at Antarang we
believe it is important for our students to have a taste of the real world.
Through Exposure Visits organised as part of our programs, students are
given the opportunity to experience first hand work cultures and various
career options in different industries. Our students have been to HDFC,
BookMyShow, Axis Bank, and Starbucks (to name a few) where they were able
to interact with the staff and directly observe them in work environments.
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In the media
It is important that we spread awareness about Antarang and the work we do amongst a wider
audience, especially young adults. The more we involve youth in our efforts, the bigger our
impact will be. Throughout the year, we are grateful and fortunate to have been featured in a
wide array of news and publications.
In February 2016, we were featured in a
wonderfully informative Mid-Day article
highlighting the importance of
We would like to extend our gratitude to
Antarang’s work in today’s world.
the News Minute for featuring us in the
article ‘12 social enterprise ideas that
could change India’.
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Donors and partners
We are very grateful to the many organisations, charitable trusts and individuals who very
generously support our cause. Some have helped us through sponsorships and donations, while
others have shared their intelligence, expertise and resources. We value every single contribution
made towards achieving our mission.
Aangan Trust
Ajit Martis
Alka Nalavadi & Associates
Ambashree Foundation
Amit Chandra
Arun Agrawal
Charities Aid Foundation
Deepak Ishwarbhai Amin
Equirus Capital Pvt Ltd
Ernst & Young Foundation
Give India Foundation HDFC Bank
Gopikrishna Piramal Memorial
Hospital
Great Eastern CSR Foundation
KPMG Foundation
Muktangan
o3 Capital Global Advisory Pvt Ltd

Purbasha Charitable Trust
Rahul Estate
Rama Rao Domalapally
Roshan Lal Public Charitable Trust
Rotary Club of Mumbai Queen's Necklace
Charity Trust
Sonali Thakker
Sujjain Suresh Talwar
SVP Philanthropy Foundation
Tata Power Community Development
The Akanksha Foundation
Valli and Sivaswamy Memorial Charitable
Trust
Vedika Bhandarkar
Vivek Vig
Voltas Limited

AZB & Partners
Aangan Trust
Akanksha Foundation
Amarchand Mangaldas
Axis Bank
CCDT
Café Coffee Day
Dasra
Gouri’s
Hyatt
ICICI Bank
L’oreal Paris
MelJol
Moshe’s

Muktangan
Nalini and Yasmin
Nomos Associates
RBS
SASMIRA
SNEHA
Somaiya School
Starbucks
Taj Hotels
Trade Wings
Trigno Media
UBS
Vacha Trust
Waterstones Hotels

Partners

Donors
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Run Forrest, Run
“Mama always said:
Life was like a box of chocolates.
You never know what you’re gonna get.”
- Forrest Gump

Perhaps taking a leaf out of
Forrest’s box of chocolates,
our supporters represented
the Antarang Foundation at
the Lisbon, Amsterdam and
San Francisco marathons.
Six of them ran 42 kms,
while three others
completed 21 kms. The
tenacity and grit on display
has continued to inspire us
as we carry on participating
in more charity runs.

A very big thank you to Shantanu Nalavadi, Basant Shroff, Vikram
Goel, Neelesh Garg, Tushar Sachade, Dr Nilesh Shah, Manoj Kedia,
Sanjay Sharma, and Raj Balakrishnan - our Marathon Angels!
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Alumni meets

There is nothing we enjoy more than checking up on our spectacular
alumni. It is always a pleasure to catch up with our young leaders
and celebrate their successes. In 2015 - 2016, we had 2 alumni
meets attended by 130 graduates. The enthusiasm and positivity of
our graduates is absolutely wonderful, and a source of inspiration
for Team Antarang. We are so incredibly proud of all our alumni!
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Ashoka fellowship
Ashoka is the one of the largest networks of social
entrepreneurs worldwide, with over 3,000 Ashoka
Fellows in 89 countries creating large-scale impact
through new innovations.
In 2015, Priya Agarwal, Founder of Antarang
Foundation, was elected to the prestigious Ashoka
Fellowship. Her work on youth employability
through Antarang was recognised as essential
towards the organic development of India. She is
striving to break the stereotypes around job
opportunities deemed fit for children from low
income backgrounds, and looking at equipping
them with soft skills as well as social wherewithal
to pursue a career, not just a job, of their choice.
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Expert speakers

Inspiring our students is a job we take very seriously. One of the most effective
ways for our students to gain a deeper understanding of a particular industry sector
is by listening to an industry expert share his/her knowledge. Through dedicated
expert speaker sessions, our programs aim to enlighten students on the nuances
and career options in different industries. Some of the industry sectors covered are
media, beauty, fashion, banking and arts. We are very grateful to the different
individuals who have very kindly shared their experiences with the young ones.
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Our board
Ajay Kelkar

Alka Nalavadi

Ajay is the Co-Founder & Chief Operating Officer of Hansa
Cequity, and has over 24 years experience working at some
of the largest corporate houses.

Archana Chandra
Archana Chandra is an Honorary Administrative
Director of the Jai Vakeel Foundation and Research
Centre.

Vikram Limaye
Mr. Vikram Limaye is the Managing Director & CEO of IDFC
Limited. He has over 25 years experience working with
financial institutions, global investment banks,
international commercial banks and global accounting
firms.

Alka is a corporate lawyer and specialises in mergers &
acquisitions. She is a partner at AZB & Partners – a
prominent law firm in India.

Uma Mahadevan
Uma Mahadevan, is the Principal Secretary to Government,
Women & Child Development and Empowerment Differently
Abled and Senior Citizens Department.

Vivek Talwar
As Chief Culture Officer and Chief Sustainability Officer at
Tata Power, Vivek Talwar drives a multitude of activities
including business excellence, customer affection and CSR,
and has played a role in the organisational transformation of
both Tata Chemicals and Tata Power.
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Our team
Priya Agarwal

Rita Pani

Our founder Priya is an Ashoka Fellow and Dasra Social
Impact Leadership Fellow. Priya brings 25 years of
corporate and social welfare experience to our team.

Shubhangi Narkar
Shubhangi, our Finance Manager, brings her extensive
experience of the corporate finance world to
Antarang.

Rita is Antarang’s Director of Finance and External
Relations. She has some heavy-duty finance experience
having previously worked with global investment banks.

Anjali Goel
Anjali conducts our ‘Train the Trainer’ programs and is
responsible for the efficient functioning of our trainers. She
also works in content development.

Sangeeta Zombade

Jessy Philips
Jessy is trained in Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy,
and has extensive experience working with young adults.

Lopa Gandhi
15 years in education, Consultant at the Hemendra
Kothari Foundation, and Catalyst for Social Change at
Aarohi, Muktangan, Indian School Leadership Institute.

Sangeeta leads our alumni engagement efforts, and is
tasked with the critical job of keeping all alumni
members connected with Antarang.

Rebecca Philips
Rebecca, a Senior Associate at Antarang, has a Bachelors
degree in Arts and has previously worked at Dasra.
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Our team (continued)
Sweta Singh
Sweta, Placements Manager at Antarang Foundation,
has a background in social work, and is involved in our
Placements, Impact and Communications functions.

Prasham Bapna
Prasham works as an Associate in our CareerAware Program,
and is also a CareeReady trainer.

Vaibhav Tamboli

Avinash Biramne
Avinash Biramne is our Administration and Account
Assistant.

Vandana Subramanian
Our CareerAware Program Manager, Vandana,
spearheads our efforts in spreading career awareness.

Our community engagement officer, Vaibhav is involved in
getting students into the classrooms.

Sherry Yezdani
Sherry is the Program Lead for both our CareeReady and
CareerAware programs.

Shobhika Pereira

Shweta Mahajan
A Senior Associate in our Placements division, Shweta
has a background in operations & customer service.

Shobhika is a CareeReady Trainer and a Mentor
Program Associate.

Shobha Dhangar
Shobha is an Antarang graduate and an Administrative
Assistant.
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Financial report [2015/2016]

Balance
sheet
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Income and
expenditure
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Building self reliance in youth. Since 2012.
http://antarangfoundation.org

Design and development by Radioactive Studios
http://radioactive.london

